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How to build a tree?

1. Build a dataset for your protein or 
gene
• BLAST – What species? What database? 

What substitution matrix? What e-
value?

• Informative sequence names

2.   Build a multiple sequence 
alignment.

3.  Choose a tree building algorithm
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In short, distance trees are based on pairwise 
sequence identities 
• Different operations are done to reach the final tree, but it is only 

based on distance from pairwise sequence identities (or other metric 
such as morphological characters).



Build the tree 
based by adding 
sequences 
based on how 
similar they are 
overall
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Align sequences 
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Find the best 
statistical model 
to describe how 
amino acids are 
changing at 
different sites
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Build the tree 
based on finding 
the topology and 
branch lengths that 
give the Maximum 
likelihood based on 
the amino acids
substitutions in the 
MSA given  MOE

Procedure to build a discrete or character-
based tree (e.g. Maximum Likelihood)



Discrete/character-based 
methods

These methods are character based: 
The tree is built based on how the 
sequences in the MSA changing per 
site. 

• Maximum likelihood: e.g. RAXML, 
PhyML

• Bayesian statistics: e.g. MrBayes

(protein or nucleotide sequences)



1. Do sequences in different 
alignments evolve at the  same rate?



No, rates vary!
Different alignments (and different parts of 
alignments) tend to have different rate 
distributions.

Remember different BLOSUM and different 
PAM matrices?

JTT, LG, HIVb, mtMam, etc… 
Lots of different substitution matrices.

We need to know which substitution
matrix is the better fit for our data! 

1. Do sequences in different 
alignments evolve at the same rate?



2. Do all sites in a protein
evolve at the same rate?



No, usually not.

4-6 rate categories are commonly used to 
describe different rates at different sites. 

The distribution of rates in an alignment is 
modelled by a GAMMA DISTRIBUTION.

2. Do all sites in a protein
evolve at the same rate?



Gamma distribution (G)
The gamma distribution shows 
the rate distribution for a 
multiple sequence alignment. 

4-6 rate categories are commonly used.

The shape parameter for the gamma 
distribution is called α.

If α is small = large variation
Some sites are evolving very rapidly and 
some very slowly. 

If α is large =  little variation 
Most sites evolve at the same rate. 

We need to know if our data warrants 
Gamma in our model of evolution.



Amino acid frequencies (F) 
Do the amino acid frequencies in our dataset deviate from 
those of the dataset used to build the substitution matrix?

Invariant sites (I)
Do the invariant sites warrant them being considered as 
their own group? 

An invariant site is conserved. That means that the amino 
acid is the same across all sequences. 

**********************************************************
Observed number of invariant sites: 54
Observed aminoacid frequencies:
A: 0.064    C: 0.022    D: 0.057    E: 0.085    F: 0.057   
G: 0.050    H: 0.029    I: 0.044    K: 0.066    L: 0.100   
M: 0.013    N: 0.032    P: 0.051    Q: 0.040    R: 0.059   
S: 0.074    T: 0.050    V: 0.058    W: 0.007    Y: 0.041   

**********************************************************



Statistical methods such as Likelihood and Bayesian 
methods need a MODEL of EVOLUTION

The MODEL of EVOLUTION describes 
how the sequences are changing in the MSA.

The Model of evolution has 4 components:
1. Substitution matrix

2. Gamma distribution (G)

3. Amino acid frequencies (F)

4. Invariant sites (I)



Maximum Likelihood
𝐿𝐷 = 𝑓 ȁ𝑋 𝑡, 𝑣, 𝜃

LD likelihood                                   
X data (sequence alignment)
t tree                    
v branch lengths
θ model of evolution

The model of evolution includes:

Substitution matrix + Amino acid frequencies (F) + Invariant sites (I) + Gamma (G)

Akaike Information Criterion AIC = -2lnLD+2K (K = number of parameters)

AIC does a trade-off between the goodness of fit and the number of parameters. 
Too many parameters can make the model slow.

Test for the best fitting model of evolution for each alignment before your build a 
tree.

This is the likelihood function



Substitution matrix

Equilibrium frequencies : Empirical 

means that F, the amino acid 
frequencies are estimated from the 
multiple sequence alignment used to 
build the tree. This is +F.

If it said
Equilibrium frequencies : Model 

The amino acid frequencies from the 
dataset used to make the substitution 
matrix is used. No F.



• Where do the trees & branch lengths come from?
• Starting tree – a distance tree

• Generate a set of similar trees

• Calculate LD

• Continue with the tree that has the maximum LD

• Generate a set of similar trees and repeat until no better tree is found.

Maximum Likelihood
𝐿𝐷 = 𝑓 ȁ𝑋 𝑡, 𝑣, 𝜃

LD likelihood                                   
X data (sequence alignment)
t tree                    
v branch lengths
θ model of evolution



How confident can we 
be that the final tree 
represents the true history?

Bootstrapping

• Random sampling of the data => Many trees

• In this tree distribution

• How often is a node/branch reoccurring?

Posterior probability or likelihood supports 
at nodes http://www.nhm.ac.uk/galleries/galleries-

home/treasures/specimens/darwin-origins/
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A.

B. C.

These panels show the same tree.

A. Unrooted (as is from the treebuilder)
B. Rooted at midpoint
C. Rooted with outgroup



These panels show trees built with the same data (that is the same 
multiple sequence alignment) but with 
(A) SH-like supports and 
(B) 100 bootstraps. 
Both trees are rooted at midpoint.

A.                                                                  B.

SH-like supports are fast to generate, but often less accurate than bootstrap values.
For SH-like supports the max value is 1.0 for 100 bootstraps, the max value is 100. 
In the bootstrapped tree, 65 means that this branch is found in 65 out of 100 trees.

65

69

0.776

0.977


